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About This Game

Audio Drive Neon is a game that lets you experience your favorite music in a completely new way! Driving fast will make you
hold your breath and the visuals combined with your favorite song is going to give you the chills! You can play local song files

(mp3, wav, xm, mod, s3m, it supported) and YouTube videos!

Vive controller and steering wheel input supported.

Some of the older versions are available in the "Betas" tab.

Gameplay
The speed of your car is controlled by the intensity of the song. As the song is building up you can collect points, but then it's

under your control to survive the Audio Drive!

Features:

Experience music in new ways!
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Play any song through YouTube or your own files

Mesmerizing visuals will have your eyes wide open!

Driving fast in VR!

14 vehicles to choose from
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Title: Audio Drive Neon
Genre: Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
2-Volt Games
Publisher:
2-Volt Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 (AMD FX 8350) or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

English
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Crashday is a great game but it is 100x better because of workshop support. Definitely buy it. Great old fashioned point&click
adventure game. Try to buy the trilogy on sale and binch-play for utmost enjoyment and to savour the complete story.. this game
is awesome I'd totaly would recomend you play this game. UPDATE: The seperation of versions that existed in the original
release of this and other Tabletop Simulator DLCs that limited users from hosting the game no longer exists. You just need to
buy the DLC and host it and other players should be able to join and enjoy your game.

I upgraded to the Unlimited Edition so I could host the game for my friends, so unless your friends want to buy the $5 version
for each player, I suggest you do the same. It's a much better solution. Thanks to Berserk Games for listening to the fans!

Anyway, onto the actual review. Superfight is a card game about random fighters with random super powers or super problems
fighting to the death. To determine who wins, you and everyone else in the fight has to argue who would win in the fight. It's
pretty simple when you get right down to it, but leaving the decisions to players who are biased can lead to problems. Try to use
logic instead of bias.

The game starts with the youngest player first (like a lot of kid-friendly board games). Once the game starts, each player in
order draws 3 Black cards, which are Effects, and 3 White Cards, which are Characters. You only get to choose 1 of each from
your hand, then you discard the rest unless some cards say otherwise. Then, you draw 1 Black card from the Black card deck
and add that to your fighter. You don't get to choose whether or not you keep it. After all that is when the fighting begins! You
and the other players debate on which fighter would be able to successfully win in the battle based on their natural, supernatural,
and otherwise aquired abilities. The winner gets a point and keeps their fighter for the next round.

Some of the Character cards can be the Mario Brothers, Stephen Hawking, and any Comic Book character you can think of.
Some of the Effect cards can be "No Legs", "Armed with a Portal Gun", "Has an Infinite Sausage Lasso", etc. Some pretty
extravagant and random things to be had for sure.

There are some rule variants, which is nice, but I haven't tried them yet. There's also a Blue deck with Locations, and a Purple
deck with Scenarios. I haven't used those either, but you can play them before or after people make their Superfighters.

All together, I find this game to be enjoyable, but you'll probably need more than 2 people to enjoy it at its best. I unfortunately
only have a few friends with Tabletop Simulator, and I was only able to test with 2 players. I still recommend it if you want a
good debate-based card game about random things though.. Excellent, if like me you are a fan of airships. Really gives a sense
of scale that you could only get in VR (or the real thing). Obviously early access with some low res placeholder graphics. I hope
the dev sells enough to bring it up to full potential with full res graphics throughout and scenery you can fly over. But it was well
worth the money to me as is.
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Finicky.
Artsy.
Unengaging.
Tutorial hints occur only after you've figured out how to work things.
And the audio is way too loud.

It'd make a good children's first puzzler-platformer, I suppose.. Surprisingly advanced features including realistic weapon
handling and networked physics so you can do things like throw a spare magazine to your team mate in the middle of a firefight.
Doors you actually open with your hand on the handle, and you can nudge them open further with the barrel of your rifle.
Objects collide properly with the environment so you can actually rest the front of your gun on something to stabilize it.

It's Early Access and the playerbase is small so you can't just jump on and find a server, go on the Discord channel to get some
players. AI bots are being worked on.. Recommended! Overall a good game, a click to find kind of game where you need to
find clues to solve stuff along the way out. Nothing super exciting but a good game if you have 2h to spare.. Got to round 70 and
the game crashed.

Still worth the 50 cents.. Don't know why people complain about these microtransactions it doesn't really affect them in any way
and i mean if someone does buy this pack they're obviously stupid but it's their money so they can waste as they want. I mean i'd
understand the complaint if it was a multiplayer game where you get clear advantages by buying this but i mean it's just there for
people who don't have time to farm and just want to experience the combat with all the moves and they either don't know about
trainers or just don't want to use one. Me personally i'm gonna recommend just because i got it for free with the deluxe edition.
if y'all would please tell me what y'all don't like about these microtransactions.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥

I ran into frequent bugs,
The loadout screen pictures were stolen from games like CS:S and CoD,
The graphics are horrendous,
The optimization is so bad I got 25 FPS on my GTX 970,
The gameplay, how little there is, is bland and repetitive,
The weapons are rattly and unsatisfying to fire,
The iron-sights don't line up half of the time,
There is no "Parkour",
The GUI is buggy and doesn't work,

Rating: DO NOT PLAY UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.. I absolutely LOVE Terraria and Diablo 2, but It Lurks Below
isn't growing on me. The first hour of the game just feels flavorless. Building a base is a drag because sufficiently flat terrain
only exists in spurts on the map, and monsters are constantly harassing you while you're trying to figure it out. It's also a
nuisance that your hot bar is only 5 keys, as your 5 ancient items take up the latter 5 keys, so while building you constantly have
to open the inventory and move items around, whereas Terraria gives you a full hotbar to set up all your resources for immediate
use. I'm also not a fan of the lack of placeable walls to allow a platform floor in your house, which made building a house easy
in Terraria.

It's also annoying that your inventory key is I when realistically it should be E (given you have your hand on the left end of your
keyboard and your other hand on the mouse, putting I in an inconvenient location). I don't believe you can set keybindings
either. Worst of all, the one BGM track that plays is a piano that seems to play the same batch of notes over and over and over
(which is grating on the brain), and given the game's aesthetic, it makes me wonder why the music isn't dark and brooding like
Diablo.

I think these issues can be fixed over time, and it seems the developer is rather receptive to feedback according to reviews I've
read, so I'm hoping in a couple months I can have a different opinion on the game, because for now, it just lacks flair, despite its
potential.. This game has A LOT of potential...BUT: the balance of the game is realy off.. you need to use almost an entire clip
for killing 1 zombie..and you dont find much ammo for all those zombies.. and this is just on Normal difficulty wich btw. seems
to be the lowest difficulty you have, another annoyance is the item screen the fact that you cant multiply same items in slots
except ammo. having the same possiblilty for save disk and pills would be better... other than that its great game and great
atmosphere... zombies are fast and that really gives the game an better feeling of scaryness... but for now i will probably shelf
the game cause it bothers me that i run out of ammo so easy.... I LOVE this game. Yup some bits of the story feel rushed and we
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have a few loose ends here and there but the experience is overall really good.

Once again, the pixelart is just great, the music is even better, exploration wise, eventhough it's a somewhat short game, there is
quite a lot for you to explore and discover. The story is interesting but some bits feel missing, some enemies show up a bit too
late in the game to my taste but I still love it. Lovely characters, great humor, it feels less creepy than Count Lucanor imo.

I bought this game the very day it came out, I regret nothing! I had tons of fun playing it.

I'm honestly looking forward to hear more from Baroque Decay.

I highly recommend it.

Sosa is love, Sosa is life!. This party game pack is amazing and I'm genuinely surprised more people haven't discovered this gem
yet.
The controllers worked flawless on any device we played with, and with offline multiplayer you can literally play these games
anywhere without an internet connection.
The more people you can get to join the more fun you're gonna have
There are a few grammar and spelling errors but who cares.

I really hope that more mini-games get added in the future.

our favorite gamez top 3:
1. Jumpz
2. Curvez
3. Geoz

v1.5.0.4:

Added more vegetation and improved environment visuals

Added traffic options

Changed traffic car colors

Decreased road width

Decreased size of the sun

Decreased max speed

Small tweaks

. v1.1.1.3 (Multiplayer is back!):
Online multiplayer mode is now back! I think it's the third attempt at multiplayer, but I also think that this time it's here to stay!
I've also improved the Neon environment and I hope to improve both environments further with the next update.

Added and enabled online multiplayer

Added start of tunnel in Neon mode

Added beats and boost to the Race mode
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Added side walls in Neon mode

Fixed left side hill ground of Forest

Fixed local high score not saving

Improved the tunnel in Neon mode

Improved road bumps in Race mode

. v1.0.2.0 Update:
* Optimized frame rate and fixed minor stutters by changing the way physics work again
* Added leaderboards
* Added a boost mechanic
* Cleaned up the menus
* Added a "How to play" menu
* Added control settings
* Made turns sharper
* Made the built-in cars selectable
* Improved Realism environment
* Increased Arcade sky intensity
* Bunch of other small tweaks and fixes

Happy new year everyone!. v1.4.2.5:

Improved the arcade drifting physics

Removed silly AI causing chaos in traffic

Removed (music based) speed limit

Bug fixes

. v1.1.3.2:
I've been away for a bit, but now I've just added drifting back! I may be away for a bit more though, since I didn't take a real
break for a pretty long time now!

Added back drifting (by accelerating)

Improved boost and score increase from drifting

Improved skidding sound effect

Improved non-VR camera movement

Decreased mist intensity

. v1.1.1.5:

Fixed YouTube track analyzing getting stuck at 0% sometimes
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Fixed and improved Neon lightning

Fixed AI cars reversing

. v1.1.0.2:

Fixed new physics (it broke with the last updates)

Improved "new physics" suspension and handling

Added drifting to "new physics"

. v1.3.0.3:

Updated Night Forest

Added volumetric storm clouds

Updated road materials

Fixed floating trees

. v1.0.8.0:
I've taken a break from the game for a few weeks, but now I'm back with an update! I've been experimenting with the
gameplay, but that led me to find out that the original gameplay works the best. I've been trying to make the game feel more
realistic by improving the physics, but that makes the gameplay less interesting as I end up having to decrease the speed a lot in
order to make the car possible to handle. So I've decided to only keep the original physics and focus on improving them instead.
I've managed to move the old physics into the new map generation, which means I will still have more freedom in improving the
environments.

I was trying out new things, because the game was starting to feel way less interesting than it was at the very beginning. And now
I think that the reason was it becoming too easy. The points didn't seem important and you could crash as much as you like. So
I've decided to bring back the game ending on a crash. Instead of getting a highscore, now you get a percentage of your progress
on song length and beats collected. This makes the game way more intense and fun in my opinion.

Changes:

fixed windshield refraction view distortion bug

fixed the head position being wrong on game start

made the rain drops disappear after a while

replaced highscore with progress percentages

tweaked the map generation a lot

increased the road generation distance

optimizations

split drifting into a separate mode
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made the game end on a crash

made the road more narrow

made track analysis more accurate

moved non-VR camera inside the car

changed non-VR controls to use the mouse instead of keys

removed boost

removed new physics to focus on the original physics

removed online multiplayer

removed traffic cars

removed endless mode

removed getaway mode

lots of small tweaks and bug fixes as always

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzNulP7Fc5Y. v1.1.7.1:

Fixed performance issues

Optimized vegetation and added more of it into the track

Improved Drift mode physics and handling (also added braking by pressing the touchpad)

Bug fixes
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